
Gnostic Philosophy: From Ancient Persia to Modern 
Times by Tobias Churton 

Explains how the Gnostic understanding of self-
realization is embodied in the traditions of the 
Rosicrucians and Freemasons, and how its 
philosophical keys helps spiritual seekers 
"remember" their higher selves.  
{299.932 CHURTON}  
 

The Gnostic Gospels by Elaine Pagels 
A study of the Gnostic texts, which describe the 
same people and events portrayed in the New 
Testament but from a different perspective, 
reveals why their suppression was essential to the 
development of the Christian church.  
{273.1 PAGELS} 
 
Forbidden Faith: The Gnostic Legacy from the Gospels 

to “The Da Vinci Code” by Richard Smoley 
A popular history of the lost traditions of 
Gnosticism reveals some of the long-lost secrets of 
Christianity an its influence and legacy for world 
religion and modern-day popular culture. 
{299.932 SMOLEY} 
 

The Gnostic Bible edited by Willis Barnstone            
and Marvin Meyer 

Provides Gnostic texts from their Jewish origins 
into early Christianities, on into the medieval 
world.  {299 GNOSTIC} 
 

The Secret Teachings of Jesus: Four Gnostic Gospels 
translated by Marvin W. Meyer 

This first translation of Gnostic texts from the 
Nag Hammadi manuscript, intended for a 
general audience, includes "The Secret Book of 
James," "The Gospel of Thomas," "The Book of 
Thomas," and "The Secret Book of John.” 
{229.8052 SECRET} 

 

The Templars by Piers Paul Read 
Examines the history and legacy of the warrior 
monks, discussing their successful capture of the 
city of Jerusalem during the Crusades, and their 
eventual demise. {271.7913 READ} 
 
Dungeon, Fire, and Sword: The Knights Templar in the 

Crusades by John J. Robinson 
Recounts the rise of the order of Knights 
Templar, their relations during the crusades with 
the various peoples of the Middle East, and their 
destruction through false charges brought by the 
King of France. {909.07 ROBINSON} 
 

The Knights Templar by Stephen Howarth 
A history of the Knights Templar discusses this 
unique Order of fighting men, their dedication, 
the age of the Crusades, and the end of the 
Templars. {271 HOWARTH} 
 

The Holy Grail: Imagination and Belief  
by Richard W. Barber 

Traces the varied history and myths of the Holy 
Grail, from the medieval Church's religious 
version of the secular ideal to popular best sellers 
of the late twentieth century. 
 {398.4 BARBER} 
 
The Knights of the Holy Grail: The Secret History of 

the Knights Templar by Tim Wallace-Murphy 
The development of the Knights Templar from its 
beginnings as protector of Holy Land pilgrims  
through charges of heresy and its subsequent fall 
from grace. {271.7913 WALLACE-MURPHY} 
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Holy Blood, Holy Grail by Michael Baigent                  
& Richard Leigh 

Explores the startling information uncovered in 
mysterious parchments unearthed in a small 
French church that reveal new insight into the 
mystery of the Holy Grail. {944 B} 
 
The Sion Revelation: The Truth About the Guardians 

of Christ’s Sacred Bloodline by Lynn Picknett 
Explores the mysterious Priory of Sion 
organization, investigating key questions about 
the alleged descendants of Jesus and Mary 
Magdalene, da Vinci's possible membership, and 
the identity of Grand Master Pierre Plantard. 
{232.957 PICKNETT} 
 

Peter, Paul, and Mary Magdalene: The Followers of 
Jesus  in History & Legend by Bart D. Ehrman 

Offers a glimpse of three of Jesus's most 
important followers, discussing what the writings 
of the New Testament reveal about each and 
separating historical fact from myth, and their 
roles in the early church.  {225.922 EHRMAN} 
 

Truth and Fiction in “The Da Vinci Code”: A 
Historian Reveals What We Really Know About Jesus, 

Mary Magdalene, and Constantine  
by Bart D. Ehrman 

Examines the history of the early Christian 
church that forms the background for "The Da 
Vinci Code," pointing out inaccuracies in the 
novel and providing an introduction to biblical 
scholarship.  {813.54 EHRMAN} 
 

The Two Marys: The Hidden History of the Mother 
and Wife of Jesus by Sylvia Browne 

The author draws on insights from her spirit 
guide, as well as research into the gnostic texts, to 
explore the lives of Mary, the mother of Jesus, 
and Mary Magdalene. {232.91 BROWNE} 

 

The Jesus Dynasty: The Hidden History of Jesus, His 
Royal Family, and the Birth of Christianity                              

by James D. Tabor 
Presents an alternative interpretation of early 
Christian history that claims that Jesus intended 
to establish a royal dynasty, for the spiritual and 
political redemption of the Jews. {232.9 TABOR}  
 

The Jesus Papers: Exposing the Greatest Cover-Up in 
History by Michael Baigent 

Explores evidence found in hidden records to 
challenge conventional wisdom and teachings 
about the life and death of Jesus Christ. 
{232.9 BAIGENT} 
 

The Gospel of Mary Magdala: Jesus and the First 
Woman Apostle by Karen L. King 

Presents a new translation of the Gospel of Mary, 
discusses its presentation of the teachings of 
Jesus, and compares it to other early Christian 
writings in the context of early Church teachings. 
{229 KING} 
 
Opus Dei: An Objective Look Behind the Myths and 

Reality of the Most Controversial Force in the Catholic 
Church by John L. Allen 

An analysis of the controversial and secretive 
religious organization known as Opus Dei sheds 
light on the group's history, its tenets, and its 
influence within the Vatican hierarchy and on 
the politics and policies of the Catholic Church. 
{267.182 ALLEN} 
 
Secret Societies and How They Affect Our Lives Today 

by Sylvia Browne 
The well-known psychic shares her knowledge of 
the conspiracies, cover-ups, misinformation, and 
power manipulations of various secret groups and 
how they can affect society now and in the future.  
{366 BROWNE} 
 

Fodor’s Guide to “The Da Vinci Code” 
Explores the locations, historic events, landmarks, 
people, and places found in The Da Vinci Code, 
following protagonists Robert Langdon and 
Sophie Neveu as they seek to unravel the truth 
behind the mysteries. {914.04 FODORS} 
 

The Real History Behind “The Da Vinci Code”               
by Sharan Newman 

A medieval scholar examines the historical facts 
and myths behind the best-selling novel, 
including discussions on the Templars, the Holy 
Grail, and the "Apocryphal Gospels."  
{813.54 NEWMAN} 
 

Secrets of the Code: The Unauthorized Guide to the 
Mysteries Behind “The Da Vinci Code”                      

edited by Dan Burstein 
Draws on the works of theologians, art historians, 
and other experts to explore the sources, ideas, 
and major themes of the novel "The Da Vinci 
Code," and includes commentaries on modern 
day Grail hunters and lost Leonardo paintings. 
{813.54 SECRETS} 
 

Breaking “The Da Vinci Code”: Answers to the 
Questions Everyone’s Asking by Darrell L. Bock 

A critique of the bestselling novel "The da Vinci 
Code" examines various elements of the story to 
separate fictitious literary creations from 
historical facts of Christianity. {813.54 BOCK} 
 

De-Coding Da Vinci: The Facts Behind the Fiction          
by Amy Welborn 

Looks at the theories about Christian origins and 
church history suggested in the novel, "The Da 
Vinci Code," and explains how they ignore or 
misinterpret the available information as it has 
been understood in Catholic tradition.  
{813.6 WELBORN} 
 


